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What’s needed when? 

´Pre-construction written 
protective prescription plan

´After/During construction 
written treatment and 
recovery plan



Net Critical Root Zone – in urban environments the root zone is sometimes obstructed with barriers, i.e. public roads and building foundations. 
When this occurs the root zone is reduced in size. The reduction in the root zone is called the Net Critical Root Zone. To calculate the Net Critical Root 
Zone, measure the area of the CRZ that overlaps roads and structures. Subtract that area from the total area of the CRZ. Example, a 20” hardwood has a 
CRZ of 1,256 sf. If the CRZ overlaps a house footprint 230 sf, then the Net CRZ is 1,026 sf. The Net CRZ is the number used to calculate the % impact to the 
CRZ, which then determines if the tree is considered saved, lost, or destroyed. 

a) Must show the CRZ and structural root plate of trees that are impacted or in proximity of disturbance. 

b) To calculate the impact, measure the area of the critical root zone not protected by the tree protection fence and divide it by either the net critical root 
zone. 

c) - if the CRZ is impacted 20% or less, and the Structural Root Plate is protected by the tree save fence it is a saved tree

d) if the CRZ is impacted 21% to 33% and you have a certified arborist’s prescription and the Structural Root Plate is protected by the tree save fence it is 
a saved tree.

e) - if the CRZ is impacted  34% or more  it is a lost tree. (May be some situations allowed to exceed and keep tree with a bond)

Use Net Critical Root Zones



Pre-construction protective measures

´Hand machine clearing of 
weeds/brush

´Mulch 2”-4”depth to tree 
fence

´Limb pruning
´Growth regulator

´Pesticide-bark spray or root 
drench

´Root bridge-need details
´Tree protection fence/hay 

bales
´Watering schedule



Weed eat, mow, hand pull, mulch, prune, before construction



Tree Protection is required all the way through the project!

We want this! We settle for this.



Any Chemical Controls that the tree needs to survive

´Fungicides
´Pesticides
´Insecticidal soaps
´Growth Regulators
´Microbial extracts



Boundary tree agreement protective prescriptions must be 
accepted by the tree owner prior to plan approval

´Should include:
´Tree protection like chain link, staked hay bales and orange fence
´ 2 years of inspections Spring/Fall
´2 years of pesticide treatments
´Watering schedule

´May want to include:
´1application of growth regulator, mycorrhizal fungi etc…



After/During Construction Prescriptive Measures



Repairing minor bark wounds

´Bark tracing
´ Loose bark should be carefully removed.

´ Jagged edges should be removed with a sharp knife.Beyond bark 
tracing help!



Soil decompaction

´Compressed Air tool
´Hydro/air tool



Vertical Mulching

2”-4”diameter holes, 12” depth, filled with mulch, pea 
gravel, or peat moss 



Radial Aeration

Narrow trenches are backfilled with topsoil or compost.



In addition to decompaction, 
treatments to help tree recover

´Should include:
´ 3 years of inspections Spring & fall by arborist
´2 years of pesticide treatments
´Watering schedule

´May want to include:
´1 application of growth regulator, mycorrhizal fungi etc…



Proof of Payment Required!

´For prescription and treatments



Decaturga.com/trees
For Checklist Package includes Bond Form and Transplant 
Agreement, 
Tree information permit and Tree Removal Permit, Tree 
Species List and Key, 
Tree Protection Ordinance and Administrative Standards 



Questions? Send them to Neil!

Thanks!!!!


